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He was a failure of a person until Doraemon came from the 22nd century to aid him so he could
have a better future in life. Nobita is a boy of average height with fair skin. He usually wears a
yellow shirt and navy blue shorts. Nobita as seen on Stand by Me Doraemon. Nobita is the hero
at best and the villain at worst. At the beginning of the series, Nobita is a rather lazy person who
has a cycle of constantly napping after school, keeping him up late when he wakes up late for
school. This cycle of laziness occurs almost every day, keeping him up late at night and wake
up late the next morning, hindering him academically. Nobita is very dependent on Doraemon
and begs for multiple things, much to his disapproval. Many things that Nobita wishes for
include; vengeance on his bullies, a better product than what Suneo brags about, and
privileges. While his laziness is an issue, he slacks around in school. The Classroom Teacher
usually punishes him for this with after-school detentions or making him stand by the
classroom door for long periods of time. His refusal, procrastination, and dislike of studying
while at home puts him back from excelling even further. His mother is constantly disappointed
and angry with his lackluster performance. He later tries to hide his poor scores, which has
proven unsuccessful. He also doesn't like to study, which only further hinders his performance
in school. Nobita is not very athletic either, much to Gian 's frustration. He is terrible at baseball
and many other sports, often letting down Gian's baseball team. Despite Nobita's flawed
personality, he is a good person that is a rather likable character with a couple of positive traits.
He is good-hearted and generous to others as well. He is known to take pity on stray animals
and is kind to most people in need of help, sometimes even Gian and Suneo Honekawa , who
bully him often. Nobita's best trait is his great creativity. His thoughts from out of the box lead
to new and bizarre ideas of ways to use Doraemon's high tech devices. An example of this is
the new sport of free flying with the use of Doraemon's "power of wind" fans fans that can
create a gust of wind with just a gentle swish and how he used the voice hardener, a device
considered useless to Doraemon, for transportation. Another example of his creativity was
when he was provided with an imagination pill to make him think that he was in a swimming
pool while being taught how to swim. Unfortunately, he imagined a preschool pool at which he
accidentally stepped on a child's foot. In one of his dreams, he, as a genius, successfully
produced a rocket to Mars in his bedroom. Both events show Nobita's amazing talent at
thinking outside the box. Nobita's creativity is proof enough of his high intelligence, Unlike
Dekisugi Hidetoshi , he lags behind in showing it. Despite not doing well academically,
occasionally, Nobita is able to easily score a good mark or do well on a test. His imagination is
the reason why he can write a great narrative, even with so many spelling and grammatical
mistakes. Although not good at drawing, he still managed to write a 32 paged comic. While
considered clumsy, he has never missed his mark using a gun, showing that he is a very skilled
marksman. He is also good at weaving string figures cat's cradle and has risked his life to save
towns and people in full-length movies. Doraemon hugs Nobita in Goodbye, Doraemon Nobita
and Doraemon can be called the closest friends of all time. They both have a strong bond and
will never leave each other's side. For more information on their relationship and the list of
scenes that was centered around them, read Relationship Between Nobita Nobi and Shizuka
Minamoto. Shizuka saves Nobita in Goodbye, Shizuka. Shizuka is Nobita's childhood friend
whom he's had a crush on for a very long time. He often uses Doraemon's gadgets to impress
or help Shizuka but is trumped by Dekisugi Hidetoshi. Despite this, Nobita will eventually marry
Shizuka and have a child named Nobisuke. Shizuka starts off as a friend to him, but eventually
develops a secret crush on him in Doraemon: Nobita's Three Visionary Swordsmen , Shizuka
dreamed she was Princess Shizuka, married Nobita, whom she dreamed he was Silver Knight
Nobitania. Whenever Nobita says something rude either purposely or accidentally, Shizuka
would take offense to the point of snubbing and leaving him for his bluntness and rudeness,
which leaves Nobita feeling stupid and guilty for driving her away. While they quarrel very
rarely, by the end of the episode they usually makeup and become friends again. In the episode
The Two Shizuka-chan , Shizuka and Nobita went shopping together and Nobita bought a
gadget that could create a clone of any person but an aggressive one. He gave it to Shizuka,
who created a clone of herself because Nobita was bad at shopping and was easily bored.
Shizuka's clone was aggressive and kept pushing Nobita to search clothes for Shizuka, who
had kept on bringing babyish clothes for her and when he found a good t-shirt he accidentally
gave it to a girl with the same hairstyle as Shizuka but with different clothes. Shizuka's clone
saw this and got angry at Nobita for not knowing Shizuka's clothes. Shizuka and her clone
abandoned Nobita and continued shopping. Nobita was sitting on a bench in the mall and he
saw Shizuka and her clone fighting. Shizuka's clone was grabbing Shizuka's arm and forcing
her to buy an inappropriate t-shirt. Nobita saw this and told Shizuka to make her clone
disappear with the gadget he gave her to borrow for some time. Shizuka took out the gadget
and her clone snatched it but it fell on the ground and Nobita retrieved it. When he looked at

Shizuka he noticed that there were two of her. He got confused and started asking them
questions about his test and the food that he likes a lot. Both Shizukas answered the questions
correctly. He then asked if Shizuka liked him and both of them started blushing. One of them
was blushing and stammering and said 'I-like' and the other said 'Oh God, Shizuka! Don't tell me
that you like a dumb boy like him! Nobita found out the clone and made her disappear. This is
one of the many pieces of evidence that Shizuka really likes Nobita. While typically a bully, their
relationship is good as sometimes they gang up on Suneo, and though slightly forceful Nobita
tries to help Gian if possible. He often gets beaten by Gian. Basically, Gian thinks he is trying to
teach Nobita a lesson in being more respectful to him or simply he takes so much joy in making
Nobita even more miserable than before. Gian can be extremely dependent on Nobita and
always asks or tells him to do whatever he wants and gives him the most impossible tasks.
Nobita claims that he hates Gian so much that he wanted him to get him out of his life forever.
But during the Truthful Robot episode, both Nobita's robot and Gian's robot would rather be
friends than enemies. Gian is usually the first one to support Nobita's decisions in the movies.
Nobita's arch-rival and friend. He is a fox-faced rich kid who loves to flaunt his material wealth
with everyone, which makes Nobita very jealous. He is often seen with Gian, being forced to
bully Nobita, though deep down he sometimes actually feels sorry for him. He has a habit of
inviting Gian and Shizuka to something or someplace but always leaves Nobita out with a bad
reason. While Gian is a bully to Nobita, Suneo is more of an irritant to Nobita due to his arrogant
attitude. Suneo sometimes blames Nobita for every bad deed Gian comes to know about, like
drawing Gian on the school board, and Nobita usually gets him back with a gadget. They are
shown to be laughing and joking together in some scenes, and sometimes they gang up on
Gian. Nobita and Suneo are good friends, but sometimes conflicts do arise between them.
Nobita's one-sided proclaimed eternal rival. He is jealous that Shizuka is friendly to him and that
he tends to do better than him at almost everything. They are different in many ways. This
jealousy eventually disappears when Nobita grows up and marries Shizuka proven when Nobita
agrees to look after Dekisugi's son, Hideo, when Dekisugi and his wife have to travel to Mars.
Nobita's mother. She often scolds him for bad results on tests and not doing housework. Still,
she sometimes conferences with him about his bad results on tests and not doing housework.
For obvious reasons, Nobita views his mother to be a scary, heartless, dismissive,
unsympathetic demon who wants to make Nobita suffer to the point of apologizing to her for no
reason, but she really wants what is best for him. He even believes that she is more terrifying
than anything else, including monsters. Nobita's father. He usually goes to work and sometimes
sees him when he is at home. He is caring and less strict than Nobita's Mother. He tends to be
adventurous and encourages his son to be so. He shows complete trust in both Nobita and
Doraemon. Even though there are moments where he has been angry at Nobita, he feels guilty
about it later. He is in the same league as Nobita when he faces Tamako Nobi. Nevertheless he
is shown always compassionate to his family. When Nobita first met him, he challenged him.
Although that time, he won thanks to Doramed III using Kid's acrophobia to their advantage the
battle stage was extended from the skyscraper and the floor was glass , Nobita's gunmanship
skill eventually start rivaling Kid's and they worked together to save Doraemon from Granton.
Nobita first found the stray puppy when he was looking for Suneo's lost baseball bat that Ichi
found. He almost drowned when getting the bat, but Nobita saved him. When Nobita and
Doraemon built the animal kingdom in the past using the time machine , he taught Ichi how to
play Hammer and Ball, and promised Ichi to come back and play with him again the next day.
The ball string was broken accidentally and Ichi treated it as a memorial and kept waiting for
Nobita. Nobita never came back because of the time machine accident. Ichi eventually grew up
and became the "No from Nobita's name " country's first president. When Ichi became old, he
built a time machine of his own. Due to the time hole problem, he ended up changing back into
a child, losing his memory and landing 1, years after the time he came from. His memory
eventually gets restored at the end of the movie. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have
an account? Start a Wiki. Nobita in the anime In the anime, Nobita has black hair, round glasses
and a red shirt with navy blue shorts. He is also shorter than his other versions. Nobita in the
early episodes of the anime Nobita in the later episodes of the anime In the early episodes of the
anime, Nobita wears a yellow shirt and navy blue shorts but still has black hair. He is also a little
taller. In the later episodes he is a lot taller than his other versions, in fact, the tallest among all
the versions. His black hair, glasses, and yellow shirt remained the same. Nobita in the anime,
before the animation update Nobita in the anime in Season 14 Nobita is of medium height in the
anime. He wears different clothing in many episodes. His signature clothing, however, is a red
or yellow polo shirt and navy blue shorts. His glasses and black hair remain the same. His eyes
are much bigger than his other adaptions and his glasses have black frames. Doraemon
Characters. Main Characters. Movie Characters. Categories :. Universal Conquest Wiki.

FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. I won, by myself. You don't have to worry about me now.
She's everything to me. But if I really care about Shizuka, she's better off without me. Nobita, I
actually really want to be friends but I wouldn't admit it Here, you can read my comic! I'll get
some snacks for you! Oh God! Shizuka went off with Dekisugi again! Thank you, Ichi! You
always had it everywhere with you! Nobita Nobi Gen. Watch fullscreen. I love Doraemon other
than any other anime. The main reason behind it is that this colorful anime is closely related to
real life. We know it's impossible to make all the gadgets that our Doraemon takes out of his
pocket but when I hear Nobita's problems or the problems faced by every other character in this
anime, they are problems faced by me too. And Doraemon has a solution for everything. Thus
Doraemon is made in such a way that if ever he would really exist then things would happen as
it is in the show. In all other shows there is a universal agent, a single passion. But in Doraemon
we find a multitude of passions, if kept under check gives the characters unlimited joy and
satisfaction; if exorbitant, leads to trouble. For example, Nobita's passion to save the
environment or more precisely the forest on the hill behind his school where he runs off to in
order too escape from Gian and Suneo. At first he is overjoyed with the help of Doraemon's
gadget that the forest gives him everything he want. But then he forgets his family, friends and
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Doraemon 2 One day Nobita Nobi found a old stuffed bear which his grandmother gave it to
him. Nobita decided to go back in time to meet his grandmother. Grandma accepts Nobita's
belief that he is a young child who has suddenly arrived. Nobita' s grandmother said "I want to
see your bride once. Nobita and Doraemon were trying to show their grandmother a marriage
ceremony, but Adult Nobita escaped on the day of his marriage ceremony. Adult Gian and
Suneo looking for Nobita. Shizuka who keeps waiting with confidence. Nobita and Doraemon
take the time to fulfill the wishes of grandma, to meet the wishes of her family, friends and
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ugi voice Shin'ichi Hatori Replacement Rope voice Yumi Kakazu Shizuka Minamoto voice
Subaru Kimura Takeshi 'Giant' Goda voice Kotono Mitsuishi Nobita's Grandma voice Wasabi
Mizuta Doraemon voice Megumi Ohara Nobita Nobi voice Ai Orikasa Shizuka's Mama voice
Tomokazu Seki Suneo Honekawa voice Aruno Tahara Shizuka's Papa voice Wataru Takagi
Sensei voice Satoshi Tsumabuki Adult Nobita voice Vanilla Yamazaki Edit Storyline One day
Nobita Nobi found a old stuffed bear which his grandmother gave it to him. Edit Did You Know?
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